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BRITISH LABOR POLICY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
FOR THE SOLUTION OF AMERICAN 

WAR PROBLEMS 
CURTICE N. HITCHCOCK 

American Representative with the Special Mission of the British Ministry 
of Munitions 

INCE the organization of the British Ministry of Muni- 
tions, early in I915, much comment has been aroused in 
this country by the methods adopted by the ministry in 

its task of spurring up the production of vital munitions of war 
and the notable success achieved through its policies. Useful 
as the comparative criticisms thus provoked have been, some 
question may be raised whether in their almost exclusive devotion 
to questions of purchase, plant, equipment and management, 
with the natural popular absorption in the influence of the 
magnetic personality with which the organization of the ministry 
is associated, they have not neglected consideration of the 
solution of problems of production, and especially the treatment 
of one problem of national industrial organization of the first 
magnitude, the administration of the labor supply. It is perhaps 
only after a preliminary examination of the labor policy of the 
British government that the student of war polity comes to a 
full realization of the preponderant part which that policy 
plays in the production of the ever increasing mass of guns, 
shells, aeroplanes and explosives constantly flowing in behind 
the Allied armies on the western front. 

In the large sense it is the problem of the control and distri- 
bution of the nation's man power. Stated in this way, the 
significance of the problem at once becomes apparent. The 
manner in which the direction of this task has been centralized 
in the branch of the government charged with production, and 
the extent to which that policy has been responsible for the 
transformation of the British democracy into an effective mech- 
anism for turning out war supplies with the minimum of in- 
dustrial friction has been accorded too little attention in a 
country whose labor problems are admittedly so serious and 
superficially at least so analogous in character to those which 
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England faced. There is every evidence that all the countries 
at war have come to the realization that the fundamental problem 
of the war is the problem of the distribution of man power, 
and for practical purposes a major part of this question can be 
included under the more familiar term of the "labor problem." 

It was the privilege of the writer of this paper during the larger 
part of the months of October and November I917 to accompany 
on a tour of ten American industrial cities a special mission from 
the British Ministry of Munitions under the leadership of Sir 
Stephenson Kent, K. C. B., director-general of the Labor Supply 
Department of the ministry. The other three members of the 
mission were officials of the same department, all of them familiar 
through actual administration with the British labor situation. 
Through this close association with the mission and constant 
attendance at a series of informal conferences with American 
manufacturers and labor leaders held at each place which the 
mission visited, at which British labor experience was explained, 
the writer not only was given an opportunity to gather informa- 
tion regarding British policy, but in addition was afforded some 
basis for comparisons between British conditions and those in 
this country. On the validity of the impressions resulting from 
this opportunity must rest such value as this paper may possess. 

It should be understood at the beginning that any discussion 
of the moral aspect of questions under controversy between 
capital and labor is outside the scope of this paper. Sir Stephen- 
son Kent and his associates everywhere made it clear that they 
were not primarily concerned with the question of social justice 
or industrial democracy. The British government has in general 
during the war interested itself only in assuring complete con- 
tinuity of output for vital war munitions, and the steps it has 
taken to organize industry nationally, including its interference 
as between employer and employee, have been determined upon 
from this point of view, not from that of welfare or social uplift. 

This paper is written from the same point of view. The 
immediate question before the nation is, What is the most 
effective means for winning the war? The adoption of a war 
labor policy implies first of all that that policy is going to guar- 
antee the uninterrupted production of war supplies which the 
United States and the Allies alike need. 

Fundamentally, then, the problem before this country is the 
same as that which confronted Great Britain. Before discussing 
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whether this identity can be extended equally to the solution, 
let us attempt to analyze the problem. The elements in the 
labor world which may seriously threaten or disrupt the con- 
tinued and increasing production of munitions may be divided 
roughly under two heads: 

I. Failure of labor now engaged in the production of muni- 
tions to perform its task owing to internal disaffection, industrial 
trouble and strikes; the general question of adjustment. 

2. An insufficiency of labor, whether manifested in 
a. An actual shortage or 
b. Inadequate or improper facilities for its efficient distri- 

bution to meet war needs. 

It will immediately be seen that in its essentials the problem 
differs in no way from that with which industry is confronted in 
peace time. For several reasons, however, war renders its solution 
at once more urgent and more difficult. The nation which has 
traditionally adopted the laissez-faire attitude toward industrial 
disturbances in time of peace, basing its action on the theory 
that the relationship between the individual workman or group 
of workmen and the employer or employing corporation is a 
purely private matter, is faced in war with the actuality that 
a badly adjusted relationship may mean the stoppage of muni- 
tions, which carried to its ultimate logical conclusion means 
military defeat and national destruction. This in itself has led 
in England not only to a change in actual industrial policy, 
but still further to a somewhat radical revision of traditional 
theories of political and social organization. In the second place, 
the difficulties of the task of readjustment themselves are greatly 
enhanced by the unbalancing effects which war always brings in 
its wake, among them a greater tendency to unrest due to high 
cost of food and other necessities of life and a heightening of 
the usual jealousies between the employer and the employed, 
coupled with a large actual or threatened drain on the supply 
of labor by the military establishments of the government. 

Faced with such a situation, the British government very 
early in the war assumed full national responsibility for the 
direction of the labor supply and established machinery for its 
operation. The significance of the place in which this policy 
was centralized, as stated before-in the government department 
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which was responsible for production-can therefore plainly be 
seen. 

To turn now to the actual history of the labor policy pursued 
by the British government, what was the labor situation in 
Great Britain when the war broke out? The years I912 and 1913 
had seen a great trade revival. Wages had been high and in- 
dustrial conditions generally encouraging. The first seven 
months of I914, however, showed a profound reaction from this 
period. Wages had fallen off, and never in the industrial history 
of Great Britain had there been so many strikes and industrial 
disputes. Few of these had been of an extensive character, 
but feeling ran high and small disturbances were unprecedentedly 
frequent. Students of the situation regarded the symptoms as 
dangerous. In addition to these manifestations, many long- 
standing trade agreements as to wage and conditions of employ- 
ment between the great trade unions and federations of employers 
were due to expire and it was known by those familiar with 
labor's attitude that the unions did not intend to renew those 
agreements on the existing terms. All over Great Britain, 
labor was gathering its forces for a life and death struggle to 
secure additional concessions and privileges. The country seemed 
inevitably on the verge of the greatest industrial war it had 
ever known. It is unquestionable that the German government 
knew this as well as the British people themselves, and that the 
expectation that labor disaffection would aid them was a con- 
tributing factor to the choice of August 1914 as the date for the 
beginning of the world war. 

The immediate result of the declaration of war must have been 
decidedly discouraging to this hope. In the middle of August, 
without either request or suggestion from the government, the 
trade unions assembled in London, gave unqualified pledges of 
loyalty to the nation, and declared an industrial truce for the 
period of the war. To men familiar with the situation there 
have been few more inspiring events in British history. 

Yet the accumulated habits and grievances of years could 
not be dissipated by a general pledge of loyalty, however admira- 
ble and sincere, and the months following were far from devoid 
of industrial disturbances which hampered and delayed the pro- 
duction of munitions. Workmen complained of profiteering and 
unfairness on the part of employers; employers in turn charged 
the unions with profiteering through exorbitant wage demands, 
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with restricting the output of munitions plants, and with per- 
mitting union rules to interfere with the employment of women 
and unskilled men on tasks necessary to the country's safety. 

Early in 1915, therefore, acting in part on a report submitted 
by the Committee on Production, whose work plays an impor- 
tant part in much of the industrial history of Great Britain dur- 
ing the war years, the government called together in London the 
authorized representatives of the great federations of employers, 
which embrace practically all the munitions trades, and the big 
"engineering" (i. e., machinists) trade-union leaders in joint con- 
ference. The result of that conference was the "Treasury Agree- 
ment," which embodies the basic conditions on which all action 
of the government since, both legislative and other, has been 
founded. In that agreement capital and labor engaged in the 
munitions industries came to a definite understanding on all the 
fundamental points of difference which the war might be ex- 
pected to bring forth, with the government standing sponsor for 
the agreement to guarantee good faith. In the undertaking 
employers and unions alike made certain concessions to the 
national cause, the unions especially sacrificing customs and 
privileges built up through decades of industrial struggle. To 
these concessions the responsible trade-union heads gave their 
sanction, and the loyalty and intelligent patriotism with which 
they have used their influence to see that their pledges were 
carried out by their organizations are a matter of history. 

With the Treasury Agreement negotiated between the three 
responsible parties-capital, labor and the government-the 
government proceeded to embody its main provisions in legisla- 
tion, and the Munitions of War Acts which have since been passed 
are in large measure simply the detailed application under sanc- 
tion of law of the Treasury Agreement, with the establishment 
of machinery for carrying it out. 

The basic conditions laid down by the Treasury Agreement to 
prevent disaffection and ensure maximum output for the war, to 
which both parties subscribed, and which were later embodied 
by the government in the Munitions of War Acts, were roughly 
as follows: 

To end profiteering on both sides, thus effectually preventing 
either from making undue gain from the nation's need, it was 
determined that the profits of the manufacturer in the munitions 
industries should be limited to one-fifth of the excess over his 
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profit of the two pre-war years and that the wages of the workman 
should be checked at the point where they then rested except by 
the express consent of the Ministry of Munitions to a change. 
These wages, it will be recalled, are determined by what is known 
as the "district rate," a rate established in part by local custom, in 
part by definite agreement between the employers' federations 
and the trade unions, varying in different parts of the country. 
As a guarantee, the government undertook to place under its 
"control" all establishments in the munitions industries. "Con- 
trol" signified that although the plants were almost invariably left 
in private hands, they were compelled to submit to certain regu- 
lations as to output and conditions of operation. It is unques- 
tionable that the British flag flying over these shops has con- 
tributed much to the peace of mind of the workmen, who thus 
have a visible assurance both that they are under the govern- 
ment's protection and that they are working for the nation in as 
important a sense as the men in the field. 

In the second place, with the question of wages and profits 
regulated, the government, with the consent of the unions, de- 
clared strikes and lockouts illegal for the period of the war, and 
established extensive machinery for the arbitration of disputes. 

Finally, again for the period of the war, the unions swept away 
at a stroke practically all the trade-union practices which had 
been built up in the pre-war years, including restrictions on output 
and restrictions on the employment of women and unskilled men 
on work which had hitherto been reserved for skilled workmen 
who had duly served the requisite apprenticeship. It has been 
only this provision which has enabled Great Britain to introduce 
in munitions work the millions of unskilled men and women who 
have made increased production possible. By far the larger part 
of these men and women, it may be added, have been trained for 
their tasks by the very men who before the war would have 
resisted their introduction to the bitter end. 

In recognition of the danger of increased cost of living, consider- 
ing the stabilization of wages, the government gave to the Com- 
mittee on Production the task of hearing evidence three times a 
year on the increased prices of living necessities, with the provi- 
sion that when the evidence warranted, workmen should receive 
from the government, not in the form of an increased wage, but as 
a "national award," a bonus to meet this increase. Three such 
awards have been made, each a general horizontal addition to 
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the income of all workers alike, as a guarantee that while the 
nation will not permit financial advantages to be gained from its 
needs, it will not, on the other hand, permit the workman to suffer 
through his obstention from asking increases. 

As a final pledge of good faith, the government guaranteed that 
the unions should not lose the ground which they had gained 
during the years preceding the war, by promising that the shops 
should be restored to their pre-war condition at the close of the 
struggle. Whether the union organizations will demand the ful- 
filment of the letter of this pledge at the end of the war, or 
whether another co-operative agreement will be made, to estab- 
lish, with the consent of labor, a new and better economic struc- 
ture, remains one of the main questions of reconstruction. 

These, then, are the main principles on which Great Britain has 
based her war labor policy. The outstanding features in their 
adoption are two. First, at no time has the government at- 
tempted important legislation affecting labor without preliminary 
conference and agreement between the two bodies mainly con- 
cerned the federated unions and the federated employers. Sec- 
ond, the government proceeded on the principle that strikes 
were not unavoidable or unpreventable, and on that assumption 
placed prevention first and adjustment second, with the hard 
and fast regulation that at no time was work to cease while the 
adjustment was proceeding. In other words, it attempted to 
deal with the causes of industrial disputes rather than with the 
disputes themselves, and its first step was to secure an equitable 
basis of employment. 

It is not easy to state the results accurately without introduc- 
ing many qualifications. Yet without danger of exaggeration 
it may be said that there have been no strikes which could be 
regarded as serious in the usual sense of the word in the indus- 
tries coming within the scope of the Munitions of War Acts. 
(The trouble in the coal mines, which ended in the government's 
taking over the industry, did not come under the Acts.) 

It has never been necessary to employ the maximum penalty 
provided-imprisonment for life. A few strikes there have been, 
but practically all of them negligible, and not once has there been 
a strike for an increase in wages. In every case, further, the gov- 
ernment has had the loyal and invaluable support of the trade- 
union leaders in ending them. In the overwhelming majority of 
cases the government arbitration tribunals, always with a labor 
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representative as one of the members, have decided controversies 
without cessation of work, and their decisions have been, if not 
always entirely satisfactory, at least loyally accepted by both sides. 
In all cases the government has endeavored to intervene before 
a disagreement reached the point where a strike was threatened. 

In this way, then, Great Britain met the question of adjust- 
ment, and it was on this foundation that her measures for effec- 
tive supply and distribution of man power have been based. At 
the very beginning of the war she was faced with a serious and 
constantly increasing shortage of skilled men, which had to be met 
by immediate measures for training unskilled men and women to 
take their places and by a more effective distribution of all labor. 

Great Britain already had an extensive system of government 
employment agencies, which has been increased until, with a large 
increase designed primarily to take care of the problems of demo- 
bilization, she will shortly have nearly two thousand labor ex- 
changes in a country with a population only a third of ours and 
vastly more concentrated. Private employment agencies are 
now either government-controlled or non-existent and the whole 
problem is under the government's direction. 

Even with this agency of distribution at hand, two difficulties 
arose almost from the outset. The first was the tendency on the 
part of employers to bid against each other for skilled men, taking 
them without regard to the relative importance to the war of the 
work on which they were engaged. This meant that a man who 
was at work in a gun factory might be enticed away by financial 
or other inducements by an employer who was making a product 
either non-essentail or less essential to the prosecution of the war. 
This has been checked in two ways. Under the Defense of the 
Realm Act the government issued a regulation which made 
illegal advertising for labor, or in any way enticing it from one 
shop to another, under heavy penalties. In addition, if an em- 
ployer is suspected of the practice but it cannot definitely be 
proved against him, the government can embargo his shop, refus- 
ing to permit him to have more labor from the government em- 
ployment exchanges until he definitely establishes that he is 
making the best use, from the standpoint of the prosecution of the 
war, of that which he has. 

A second difficulty was the shifting about, from one shop to 
another, of labor which should be usefully engaged in war work. 
Part of this difficulty was taken care of by the stabilization of 
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wages and the prevention of enticement. In addition, under the 
provisions of the Munitions of War Acts, a workman who wished 
to leave a shop was compelled to obtain a "leaving certificate" 
from his employer. If it was refused he had the privilege of ap- 
pealing his case to the local Munitions Tribunal, a government 
agency established for the adjustment of disputes arising under 
the Munitions of War Acts. The leaving certificates have always 
aroused opposition among the trade unions, perhaps more for 
temperamental than for actual reasons. As a result of this oppo- 
sition, which referred to the provision as the "slavery clause," the 
certificate system was recently abolished, and the government 
now depends on its general measures of stabilization and the 
cooperation of the unions for the prevention of undue shifting 
of labor. 

The general direction of priority in the distribution of labor is 
now entirely in the hands of a single competent department of the 
government. As the industry regarded as relatively less essential 
to the conduct of the war has gradually been eliminated or greatly 
reduced by the licensing of raw materials which have been turned 
into munitions production, the labor employed in these indus- 
tries, through the employment agencies, has been directed also 
into these plants, with the preference being given to those re- 
garded by the Ministry of Munitions as of the most immediate 
importance. Priority in labor supply, that is, has kept pace with 
priority in raw materials. This policy applies equally to the new 
labor, both unskilled men and women, which is constantly being 
trained to fill the gaps left by the able-bodied men gradually being 
drawn into the military establishment of the nation. 

In addition to this general control of the labor supply, the 
Ministry of Munitions has been able to exert a more immediate 
direction of priority and to speed up munitions work at particu- 
larly crucial points through the organization known as the War 
Munitions Volunteers. This organization is composed of about 
200,000 skilled munitions workers who have volunteered their 
services to the government for the duration of the war, contract- 
ing to enter any plant to which the Ministry of Munitions may 
wish to send them. The government in return guarantees them 
immunity from military service and a rate of pay equivalent 
either to that in the district from which they come or that into 
which they are sent, whichever may happen to be the higher. In 
addition, they are furnished traveling expenses, and when the 
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character of their employment necessitates maintaining two living 
establishments they are given a subsistence allowance to cover the 
additional expense. Supplementing the War Munitions Volun- 
teers are a certain number of reservists called back from the colors 
for munitions work, who are employed under virtually the same 
conditions. This system places constantly at the disposal of the 
Ministry of Munitions a mobile force of workers who can be 
shifted judiciously from one form of munitions work to another 
as military policy may dictate the need for additional amounts of 
one form or another of war supplies. 

Manifestly the only alternative to this system of directing 
priority would be the use of financial inducements, which would 
disturb the whole labor field and would permit no discrimination 
in picking men from industries where their loss would be least 
felt. Industrial conscription, another possible means of control, 
has never been seriously considered by the British government, 
as its dangers have been manifestly greater than any hope of 
added efficiency in control which it might promise. 

The operation of the governmental machinery of adjustment, 
the work of the munitions tribunals and the arbitration boards, 
the treatment of problems of poor time-keeping, the regulation 
of shop conditions, and many other details would require much 
space for a complete description. Two further points should, 
however, be given brief mention. One is that, as before the war, 
the question of the hours of work has been left to negotiation 
between the unions and the federated employers-to district 
agreement. There has been no governmental regulation of hours 
except for women and children. In general, however, in part 
owing to unfortunate experiences with excessive hours in the 
early days of the war when the need was driving, the government 
has done much to discourage long hours and Sunday labor on the 
ground that output was not thereby increased. Its attitude has 
been determined almost solely, however, by considerations of 
production. 

The second point is that approximately a million women and 
a large number of unskilled men have been introduced on muni- 
tions work, trained in part by government schools, but to a larger 
extent in the shops themselves by skilled men. Skilled labor has 
been extensively "diluted" with unskilled operatives by a general 
reorganization of the work and the simplification and division of 
complex tasks. 
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The wages of the women thus introduced have been established 
as follows: when a woman is doing a skilled man's work she re- 
ceives the skilled man's pay; when she is doing piece work she 
receives the regular man's piece rate; when she is performing 
unskilled or semi-skilled work she receives a rate which varies 
according to the establishment or district, but which roughly ap- 
proximates two-thirds that of the corresponding man. In this 
way the demand of the unions that women be not used to cheapen 
the rate for a given job is met. 

The future of these women who have thus been introduced into 
industry is another of the problems of reconstruction which the 
government must meet. It may be observed here, however, that a 
solution of part of the difficulty is indicated by the fact that many 
of these women are the wives, daughters, or sisters of men at the 
front, who will return to house-keeping, or house-servants or em- 
ployees in non-essential trades who will return naturally to their 
former employment with the restoration of peace conditions. 

To summarize the story of British experience, then, the British 
government, through negotiating a basic agreement on con- 
troversial points between capital and organized labor, and with 
the support of both sides, has established a general understanding 
through which industrial disputes can be adjusted and grievances 
accommodated on a central principle, thus virtually preventing 
strikes. At the same time, through the same understanding, it 
has been able with the co-operation of the unions to do away with 
established union restrictions on output and has introduced into 
industry a million female workers. Finally, still with the aid 
and assistance of the responsible union leaders, it has been able 
effectively to direct and control the distribution of the country's 
man power without serious violation of the principle of volun- 
tary industrial service. The main force which has backed legis- 
lation and agreement alike has been that of intelligent public 
opinion. 

Discussion of the extent to which British experience suggests a 
solution for American war problems necessarily resolves itself into 
a discussion of the resemblance between British and American 
conditions. Granting that the central problems of adjustment 
and distribution in the two countries are outwardly the same, it 
must still be admitted that there are very essential differences, 
national and political as well as economic, between them. How 
far analogy and distinction alike apply is a question which for 
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practical purposes must be left ultimately to the judgment and 
discretion of the responsible officials of the national administra- 
tion. Certain of the outstanding factors in the consideration of 
the problem may, however, easily be indicated. 

In the United States, as in Great Britain at the beginning of the 
war, there is admittedly grave industrial unrest. According to 
the best available evidence it is not so acute or so concentrated 
as the situation which England faced. At the same time it is 
perhaps more difficult to deal with because of this very lack of 
concentration. The tremendous size of the country and the varia- 
tion of local conditions, coupled with the fact that neither the 
employers nor the employees are as closely federated in class 
groups, makes the problem of adjustment far less direct and 
coherent, if at the same time possibly less acute, than that which 
England faced. 

In Great Britain there were two very completely organized 
groups with which the government could deal as the two main 
parties of bargain, the one representing practically all capital, the 
other representing practically all labor. Wide apart as they were 
on controversial subjects, they were yet admirably suited for 
responsible negotiating bodies. 

On the second main problem, that of distribution, the same 
difficulty of vast territory, with long distances between industrial 
centers, offers itself. Opposed to the English situation, where any 
part of the country can be reached from London within a single 
day's journey, we have an expanse of continent 3,000 miles wide 
which requires nearly a week to be crossed. It has long been 
realized by the responsible officials of the government that the 
existing machinery of government employment exchanges was 
utterly inadequate for the proper distribution of labor in this 
country even in peace times, and that war could not fail to make 
the need even more striking. 

The declaration of war by the United States raised at once the 
question whether the complaint of shortage of workmen in 
munitions industries indicated an actual dearth of men in the 
country as a whole or whether it implied simply a lack of proper 
distribution and a consequent shortage only in particular estab- 
lishments or localities. The most careful investigation has failed 
yet to prove an actual shortage of workers in the country as a 
whole. The efforts which are now being made to augment and 
expand the existing system of government employment ex- 
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changes to meet this problem of distribution is sufficient indica- 
tion of some recognition by this country of the need of at least 
this part of the British program. 

In addition to the question of general distribution, the Ameri- 
can experience in the war has served thus far to show the need 
for some policy to deal with two other manifestations also analo- 
gous to British experience. One is the dangerous tendency on the 
part of industries engaged in different forms of munitions work to 
bid against each other for skilled workmen without due regard to 
the comparative importance of their industries to the national 
cause and the even worse tendency of industries which might be 
classed as relatively less essential to offer financial inducements 
to workmen who might be engaged on munitions work to enter 
or remain in their employment. The question as to how and 
through what agency the government can exercise some control 
over priority in labor needs is immediately raised just as it was in 
England. The necessity of a decision of this character inescap- 
ably points to the employment of a single determining body. 

At the beginning of the war England was faced, not alone with 
the question of effective distribution, but also with an actual 
grave shortage in skilled men of all kinds. Whether this condi- 
tion now exists in the United States may be a debatable question, 
but it can hardly be open to doubt that the raising of an army of 
a million or more men will, with successive increments, produce to 
some extent a like condition in this country. So far as the dis- 
tributing and dilution phases of the matter go, and the need for a 
government employment-exchange system and adequate provi- 
sion for training, the consideration of the problem would lead to 
the conclusion that here at least the British analogy holds. It is 
not necessary to state that a plan similar to that of Great Britain 
could not be adopted unmodified. Considerations of distance and 
transportation alone would make that evident. The main dif- 
ference, however, would probably be that between a centralized 
and a decentralized administration. 

Yet it has already been pointed out that the British form of 
control has been based on the fundamental adjustment agreement 
secured between organized capital, organized labor and the govern- 
ment, and that the success of the British plan has been due only 
to the support of the public and of organized labor thus secured. 

Could a similar general binding agreement be reached in this 
country in a similar way and with equally satisfactory results? 
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There can be no arbitrary answer to the question. The problem 
is not a simple one and only actual experiment would furnish a 
competent answer. The usual reply of the man on the street is to 
point out that organized labor in the United States represents 
only from ten to twenty-five per cent of the skilled workmen in 
munitions industries and that there would be no means of dealing 
conclusively with the unorganized section of skilled labor, while, 
on the other hand, in no industries are the employers so closely 
federated as they are in corresponding British industries. There 
is further the difference that with a more complete experience in 
dealing with strong trade unions the idea of a collective agreement 
occurs much more naturally and readily to the British mind. 

Disregarding entirely for the moment the problem raised by the 
unorganized workers, can it be for an instant assumed that a long 
and grinding war can be carried on without the continued co- 
operation and support of the organized group? Of the patriotism 
and loyalty to country of American labor as a whole, and of 
its willingness to go as far as British labor in backing the govern- 
ment, there can be no reasonable doubt. The responsible leaders 
of organized labor have too often given evidence of this attitude 
and it has received plain recognition from the president and the 
administration. The effectiveness of agreements has already 
been demonstrated in particular instances by the experience of the 
Cantonment Adjustment Commission. 

There is plenty of evidence to show that the present clashes 
between labor and capital which most seriously endanger the 
peace of the munitions industries are raised through differences 
arising from unionization. The question is not so much whether 
agreements on fundamental policy would aid in relieving the 
existing situation as whether any permanent and equitable 
national war labor policy involving distribution as well as adjust- 
ment can be developed and maintained without some form of 
binding agreement to last for the period of the war between capi- 
tal, organized labor, and the government on the basic problems 
of organization, wage determination, profiteering, strikes and 
lock-outs, and collective bargaining. 
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